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Measures taken by government/public authorities

On 12 March, the Latvian government adopted an order No.103 On the Declaration of Emergency
Situation.1 State of emergency was declared on 14 March throughout the national territory until 14 April
2020 to restrict the spread of COVID-19 during the validity of emergency situation.
16 March 2020, the Permanent Representation of Latvia to the Council of Europe transmitted Nota
Verbale to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe formally notifying, “that under Article 15 of
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms Latvia exercises the
right of derogation from its obligations under the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms in the entire territory of Latvia. This includes derogation from certain
obligations of Latvia under Articles 8 and 11 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, Article 2 of Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, and Article 2 of Protocol No.4 to the Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.2”
The first COVId-19 patient was diagnosed on 2 March. By 24 March, 197 persons in Latvia have been
diagnosed with COVID-196 806 persons have been tested, and 2,9% of tests have been found positive.3
Incidence is expected to rise with the return/repatriation of many Latvian nationals from abroad,
particularly from affected areas. Passengers initially arriving from virus affected territories and from 12
March from any country are obligated to self-quarantine for 14 days.
Restrictions on freedom of travel
The movement of persons and vehicles through airport, port, railway and road border crossing
points at the European Union’s external border, as well as at border crossing points intended for
local border traffic, other than freight transport has been prohibited from 17 March 2020. The
Minister for the Interior and the Minister for Foreign Affairs or Commander of State Border
Guard may lift restrictions on the movement of certain persons and vehicles. This provision shall
not apply to employees of transport and passenger transport companies, crews of passenger, cargo
or test/maintenance flights/trips, passengers and crew members returning to Latvia or aboard
their vessel if there are no symptoms of acute respiratory infection and there has been no contact
with persons infected with Covid-19.
Nationals of the Republic of Latvia and foreigners whose permanent residence is the Republic of
Latvia shall be authorized to cross the border of the Republic of Latvia through the border
crossing points once – only to travel to their place of permanent residence. Nationals and
permanent residents of Estonia and Lithuania shall be authorized to cross the border of the
Republic of Latvia through the border crossing points referred to once – only to travel to their
place of permanent residence. 4 Repatriation flights and ferries will operate until 30 March.
From18 March, state funded Corona virus tests are available to all persons who have returned from any
country and are within a period of 14 days exhibiting symptoms of sudden fever, cough and shortness
of breath. State funded tests are also accessible to contact persons defined by Disease Prevention and
Control Centre (Slimību profilakses un kontroles centrs) who are in quarantine and have exhibited
symptoms of illness during 14 days.5 On 24 March, the State Operative Medical Commission (Valsts
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operatīvā medicīniskā komisija) announced that in the coming days testing will be more targeted and
focus on at-risk groups. Covid-19 tests will be performed on all emergency room hospitalised patients
with pneumonia, patients with serious acute respiratory infection, hospitalised patients with acute
respiratory infections that has appeared in the hospital; emergency services – police, firefighters, border
guards, customs officers, etc. with symptoms of acute respiratory infectious diseases, medical personnel
involved in patient care, pharmacists and assistant pharmacists, clients of social care institutions (elderly
persons with chronic diseases) and homeless shelters, personnel of social care institutions and homeless
shelters with symptoms of acute respiratory infectious diseases.6 People with mild symptoms staying at
home will not be prioritized in order to increase test efficiency and save healthcare resources.7
As of 23 March COVID-19 analysis can be submitted in 19 places, including seven cities. There are
several ways of submitting analysis –at drive-in tents after appointment and by private vehicles only.
Those unable to use drive-in, have to wait for a home visit by specialist, 8 or if transported to hospital
by ambulance service in case of acute illness. In other cases if not included in defined categories,
individuals have to seek help in private labs, the cost of such a test is EUR 80.9
All those returning to Latvia through repatriation flights/ferries and other modes of transportation are
required, upon embarkation, to fill out a special form with personal details and certify they will selfquarantine for two weeks.10
Besides the regular provisions on sickness leave, persons who returned from abroad and are employed
in educational, social care institutions and perform work related to the communication with a client or
a patient; persons who take care of a child who was identified as the contact person of those diagnosed
with COVID-19 will have their 14 day sick leave fully covered by the state (currently, the first 10 days
of sick leave are to be covered by the employer).11
All schools and universities have been closed for the period of state of emergency and distance learning
should be provided. Kindergartens and other child care facilities remain open for parents with no
possibilities to organise child stay at home, parents are required to submit a weekly application
confirming that they (including their child) have not been abroad during the last 14 days. 12 Several
facilities have been quarantined since, as parents have also misinformed.
On 24 March, the government announced that sports centres, gyms and sport halls will be shut down
completely, and many retail stores will be forced to close at weekends, with exceptions made for goods
deemed essential to daily life. Consequently food and homeware stores, garden centres, pharmacies, pet
stores and opticians will be allowed to open at weekends but luxury goods stores, clothes stores and
other retail outlets will shut. The aim is to reduce the numbers of people coming into contact with each
other.13I
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It is upon municipalities to decide on the availability of meals during the state of emergency. According
to the available information, Daugavpils municipality will continue the catering services for children
from families at the risk of poverty. The meals are prepared and distributed in 21 places located in
different areas of the Daugavpils city. 14
According to the assessment of the Ministry of Education and Science (MoES) (Izglītības un Zinātnes
ministrija), 3% or 5 000 school age children have no internet access.15 On 19 March, the MoES reached
an agreement on the purchase16and accepting a gift17 from mobile phone companies/retailers who will
supply smart devices to all children in need and provide internet access.18 Three e-learning platforms
are running for distance learning purposes.19
On 24 March, the State Employment Service reported that it had received notification from fourteen
companies (transport, storage, catering, wholesale suppliers, hotels) about mass dismissals in total of 2
884 persons.20
On 19 March, the Latvian government endorsed the Finance Ministry’s (Finanšu ministrija) bill on
measures for overcoming the crisis caused by COVID-19, and its effect on businesses, which
encompasses a comprehensive set of state support measures, including benefits that will be paid to
COVID-19 affected employees. 21 A new stand-off benefit (dīkstāves pabalsts) will be introduced and
paid directly employees who have been stood down as a result of COVID-19. It will be covered by the
state, but will not exceed EUR 700. The company will have to submit a request within two months. The
bill is to be adopted by the Saeima (parliament). The Minister of Economics (Ekonomikas ministrija)
estimated that around to 150,000 employees will be eligible for such benefits.22 Employees in 40
branches of economy will be eligible for the benefit.23 Initially priority will be given to four hardest hit
branches of economy with around 73 000 employees.
However, only employees of companies that have paid taxes regularly will be eligible for the benefit.
According to the State Revenue Service (Valsts ieņēmumu dienests), in 2018 the share of undeclared
wages in the commercial sector was 19.6%. Moreover, in the Riga Region it was 37%.24 The branches
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of economy that have the highest share of undeclared wages are construction, passenger transportation,
particularly cab services, security services.
Ministry of Culture (Kultūras ministrija) has been tasked to draft until 24 March 2020 government
regulations on support measures for self-employed persons, NGOs in the realm of culture whose
employees will be stood down as a result of COVID-19. These measures will also be available only to
those who have paid taxes regularly.
On 24 March, the government announced that front-line health care staff would receive a 50% pay rise
in March and a wider range of staff - 20% rise in April and May.25
The Minister of Welfare informed that measures, such as unemployed benefits may be foreseen for selfemployed persons.
A number of restrictive measures have been introduced in social care centres for the elderly and prisons.
In prisons all short term leaves, short-term/long-term visits, activities with the presence of third parties
have been banned. Decisions on early parole have been suspended. Prison governors are allowed to
compensate restrictions by granting additional phone calls and video calls. Administrative arrest
(predominantly for drink-driving) in police stations has been suspended, short term-imprisonment from
15 days to 3 months (new prison entries) has been suspended.26
Accommodation centre for asylum seekers “Mucenieki” is working under conditions of quarantine. The
number of social mentors available at the accommodation centre have decreased, only two mentors
provide assistance. Legal aid providers, interpreters and other third parties are prohibited from visiting
the accommodation centre.27
Homeless shelters and soup kitchens in the capital Riga continue operating under strict conditions of
quarantine. 28 Four soup kitchens and six places serving warm food co-financed by Riga municipality
serve food in own dishes, persons are requested to keep the distance of 2 metres from each other in a
queue. Compliance with the rules is monitored by the municipal police.29 All persons willing to use
homeless shelters in Riga are checked for body temperature and symptoms of illness. Those with mild
symptoms of illness of upper respiratory tract are placed in the quarantine zone, where they stay 24/7.
In case of more severe symptoms the shelter can call an ambulance. Persons who returned from abroad
recently are requested to undergo COVID-19 testing and can use shelter’s service only after showing
the testing results confirming they do not have virus. So far, there were three such cases.30
As of 17 March 2020, regardless of the number of participants all public events are cancelled and
prohibited, including festivities, entertainment events, culture events, sports events, leisure
events (including at night clubs and discos), meetings and gatherings, entertainment events,
culture events, processions and demonstrations (as defined in the Law on Meetings, Proces sions
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and Pickets (Par sapulcēm, gājieniem un piketiem 31)), religious ceremonies with gathering of
people. Unorganised gatherings of more than 50 people are restricted: at culture, entertainment,
leisure, sports and religious gathering places. Working hours of all gathering places are limited
to 8.00- 23:00.32
Individuals failing to comply with the restrictions and bans during the state of emergency may be
penalised with a fine of up to EUR 350 (Administrative Violations Code Article (Latvijas
administratīvo pārkāpumu kodekss) 176(2)).33 There are also various provisions in the Administrative
Violation Code and Criminal Law (Krimināllikums) that foresee liability concerning violations of
epidemiological safety. The State Police (Valsts policija) and the Municipal Police (Pašvaldības
policija) are monitoring public areas where people may assemble. On 19 March 2020, the State Police
conducted 388 checks, and opened 38 administrative cases, predominantly on violation of selfisolation.34 According to the government decree, persons who have returned from abroad and contact
persons of those diagnosed with COVID-19, have to self-isolate at their living place and not go
anywhere outside. They are allowed to leave place of residence only with the purpose of purchasing
essential goods or food and in the absence of any other solution, by wearing a face mask and observing
a distance of two metres between shop visitors and employees, visiting the shop at a time when there
are few people, and strictly observing hygiene. Persons diagnosed with COVID-19 and able to receive
treatment at home, should observe strict isolation. 35 Persons who do not fall under above mentioned
categories are advised to stay home and decrease social contacts.
On 17 March 2020, the government decided that all large wholesalers of medicines have to declare their
medicinal reserves in electronic format and submit the information to State Agency of Medicines. An
electronic register of wholesaler reserves will be set up and pharmacies will be able to request medicines
only in electronic format, also notifying the SAM. The changes will allow to oversee the reserves of
medicine in the state and their flow, to identify and reduce risks of medicinal shortages and prevent
artificial lack of medicines. The measures have not been adopted solely because of COVID-19, but have
been speeded up due to lack of transparency by wholesale retailers in the past. The information on
amount of reserves in large wholesalers of medicines is available online.36
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Impact of the outbreak on certain national or ethnic
communities

On 31 January 2020, a Latvian blogger posted a fake news video about the alleged arrival of a person
with the new coronavirus in Riga, Latvia. Among other things, he also stated “generally those Chinese
[censored] should be liquidated, the entire country should be. Nothing good ever comes from there.”
On the same he was arrested and has been charged with incitement to ethnic hatred under Section 78
6
Saeima, Law on Meetings, Processions and Pickets (Par sapulcēm, gājieniem un piketiem), 13
February 199, https://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=42090
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(2) of the Criminal Law.37 The video was removed. He has remained in detention since. He was earlier
detained in summer 2019, for running several websites and spreading fake news, one of which included
a news item about the collapse of the supermarket roof.38 He eventually received a warning. Another
person disseminating fake news was arrested by the police and then released on condition without
changing the place of residence.39 There has been no other information public information about
incidents of alleged discrimination on the grounds of nationality in access to goods and services,
employment, healthcare and any other sector against minorities.
Latvian Centre for Human Rights, who has a status of a “trusted flagger” with Facebook, YouTube,
Instagram and twitter has noted rising hate speech against Latvian nationals repatriating from abroad
due to COVID-19.40
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Impact on privacy and spread of disinformation

The Disease Prevention and Control Centre publishes data on incidence, rough geographic spread of
the disease by region and by age groups.41. The State Data Inspectorate (Datu valsts inspekcija) has
published key information on the rights and obligations of persons concerning data protection in health
care context.42 On 20 March, State Data Inspectorate published general clarification on dissemination
of sensitive data about persons diagnosed COVID-19, how such information should be presented
preventing the dissemination of unwarranted and disproportionate information on certain ill-treated
persons or persons at risk.43
There have been reports by social media users, including notifications to the police, about persons who
have returned from abroad and are failing to observe the 14 day quarantine. Thus far, media interviews
have included infected individuals in quarantine who have consented to interviews.
On 24 March, a map with approximate geo-location of infected patients in isolation (nr., date, origin in
some case (country/abroad) appeared in red on the site pandemic.lv . Later a disclaimer was added

Red locations are data defining where someone that's tested COVID-19 positive, has originated
from. Not their current or actual location. Data Source: latvijaskoronakarte.lv The map also includes
names of volunteers who can aid persons in need (e.g. elderly, those who have returned from abroad
and are in quarantine, etc., services available in the area. The map is a private initiative. Information
about the map appeared on Facebook and persons linked to the site cite the Statement on the processing
of personal data in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak. Adopted on 19 March 2020 of the European
Data Protection Board..
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Re:Baltica44 runs a fact-checking and social media research hub Re:Check, and the International FactChecking Network (IFCN)45 has listed it among its verified signatories. It has called upon Facebook
users to report fake news on COVID-19 and publishes information on fake new sites on Facebook in
Latvian https://rebaltica.lv/recheck/. The Ministry of Culture has again disseminated five point
guidelines how to recognise fake news,46 published earlier to educate general public about fake news.
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The Baltic Center for Investigative Journalism Re:Baltica is a non-profit organization that produces investigative
journalism in the public interest
45 The International Fact Checking Network, https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/
46 Ministry of Culture (Kultūras ministrija), https://www.facebook.com/Kulturas.ministrija/posts/1120117811664040

